
Add the word arrive to these sentences.

 

We watched the train                          .

“Did your package                          ?” asked Jo.

What time will they                          ?

                          no later than 10 o’clock.

Trace the word arrive. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word arrive. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
arrive belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
arrive inside the hands.

Finish off the word arrive.

 
Now write the full word.
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arrive
arrive
arrive

arr____ ____ive

_______ve ar_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as arrive?

reject     reach     forget     bounty

Write your own sentence containing the word arrive.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word arrive.

arive         arrieve      arrighv

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner



Trace the word believe. 
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Add the word believe to these sentences.

Will did not                              Chetna.

“I simply don’t                           it!”

Who do you                          ?

                          it or not, it is a true story.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word believe. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word believe belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
believe inside the hands.

Finish off the word believe.

 
Now write the full word.

believe

believe

bel____ ____eve

_______ve be_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as believe?

trust     explode     divine     prayer

Write your own sentence containing the word believe.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word believe.

beleive           bilieve           beleeve

believe

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word bicycle to these sentences.

Jerome rode on his                             .

“Is this your                             ?” asked Karl.

My                              has a flat tyre.

I had to oil the chain on my                             .

Trace the word bicycle. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word bicycle. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word bicycle belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
bicycle inside the hands.

Finish off the word bicycle.

 
Now write the full word.

bicycle

bicy____ ____cle

_______le bi_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as bicycle?

pedal cycle     steamboat     blade car

Write your own sentence containing the word bicycle.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word bicycle.

bycicle        bicickle        bysicle

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

bicycle
bicycle
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Add the word breath to these sentences.

 
Do not hold your                             .

“I’m out of                            !” called Jim.

Take a deep                             .

I gasped for                             .

Trace the word breath. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word breath. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word breath belong to?

Write the syllable of the word breath 
inside the hands.

Finish off the word breath.

 
Now write the full word.

breath
breath
breath

bre____ ____ath

_______th br_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as breath?

wind     acid     tired     novel

Write your own sentence containing the word breath.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word breath.

breth         breathe        breaff

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word breathe to these sentences.

They would never                           a word.

"                         !" demanded the paramedic.

I felt her                           down my neck.

                          in and hold it for five 
seconds.

Trace the word breathe. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word breathe. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word breathe belong to?

Write the syllable of the word breath 
inside the hands.

Finish off the word breathe.

 
Now write the full word.

breathe
breathe
breathe

brea____ ____the

_______he br_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as breathe?

consume     inhale     reduce     virus

Write your own sentence containing the word breathe.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word breathe.

breethe        breath       breave

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner


